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Abstract—An I/O bandwidth commensurate with a dramatically
increasing on-chip computational capability is highly desirable.
Achieving this goal using board-level copper interconnects in the
future will become increasingly challenging owing to severe in-
crease in high-frequency, skin-effect and dielectric loss, noise due to
crosstalk, impedance mismatch, and package reflections. The solu-
tions designed to overcome these deleterious effects require complex
signal processing at the interconnect endpoints, which results in a
larger power and area requirement. Optical interconnects offer a
powerful alternative, potentially at a lower power. Prior work in
comparing the two technologies has entailed overly simplified as-
sumptions pertaining to either the optical or the electrical system. In
this paper, we draw a more realistic power comparison with respect
to the relevant parameters such as bandwidth, interconnect length
and bit error rate (BER) by capturing the essential complexity in
both types of interconnect systems. At the same time, we preserve
the simplicity by using mostly analytical models, verified by SPICE
simulations where possible. We also identify critical device and
system parameters, which have a large effect on power dissipation
in each type of interconnect, while quantifying the severity of their
impact. For optical interconnect, these parameters are detector
and modulator capacitance, responsivity, coupling efficiency and
modulator type; whereas, in the case of electrical system, the crit-
ical parameters include receiver sensitivity/offset and impedance
mismatch. Toward this end, we first present an optimization
scheme to minimize optical interconnect power and quantify its
performance as a function of future technology nodes. Next, on the
electrical interconnect side, we examine the power dissipation of
a state-of-the-art electrical interconnect, which uses simultaneous
bidirectional signaling with transmitter equalization and on-chip
noise cancellation. Finally, we draw extensive comparisons between
optical and electrical interconnects. As an example, for bandwidth
of 6 Gb/s at 100 nm technology node, lengths greater than the critical
length of about 43 cm yields lower power in optical interconnects.
This length becomes lower (making optics more favorable) with
higher data rates and lower bit error rate requirement.

Index Terms—Dielectric and skin effect attenuation, electrical
interconnect, equalization, interchip communication, modulator,
noise modeling, optical interconnect, power comparison, power
modeling, simultaneous bidirectional signaling, transimpedance
amplifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IFFERENT classes of digital systems impose specific re-
quirements on the communication medium. These require-

ments pertain to the communication length scale and the figure of
merit of relevance (bandwidth or latency). The choice of the com-
munication medium is heavily dependent on these factors. For
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example, long-haul systems ubiquitously use optical fibers be-
cause of low attenuation at high bandwidths. Systems at shorter
length scales have traditionally used copper (Cu) interconnects
for both latency and bandwidth sensitive applications. However,
as the computational bandwidth of the modern integrated cir-
cuits (ICs) (measured by the product of the number of transis-
tors and the clock frequency) increases dramatically according
to the Moore’s law, Cu traces at short distances at least in band-
width sensitive applications are struggling to keep up, rendering
communication bandwidth a bottleneck. This presents a fertile
ground for optical medium of communication to penetrate the
short distance world, albeit with very different constraints com-
pared to long-haul communication.

In the short distance interconnect world ( m), the inter-
connect hierarchy is typically divided into the following cate-
gories in the order of progressively smaller length spans: Cabinet
level (1–100 m), backplane level between boards (10 cm–1 m),
chip to chip on a board ( cm) and on-chip ( cm) communi-
cation [1]. At the smallest length scales (on-chip), the possibility
of insertion of optics, although attractive from latency and pos-
sibly power point of view [2] remains inconclusive owing to the
existence of cheaper solutions in metal domain at circuits and ar-
chitectural level. These solutions include repeater insertion (for
latency and bandwidth) [3], low swing signaling (for power) [4]
and interconnect centric architectures minimizing communica-
tion over long distances [5]. The next larger length span con-
stituting communication between two chips on the same board
( cm), such as between microprocessor and memory, stresses
latency of the communication medium and as such is also not par-
ticularly conducive to optics. There are two reasons for this. First,
the medium (propagation) latency of optics and off-chip Cu wires
which are LC in nature is comparable and is based on the speed of
light in the respective media. In fact, optics could even be slower
due to optoelectronic conversion overhead. Second, the major
source of latency in these systems is in the memory itself, where
optics cannot help [6].

However, the digital systems which put a premium on commu-
nication bandwidth rather than propagation latency can benefit
enormously from the choice of optical medium. These systems
include multiprocessor, distributed computational systems (e.g.,
servers) as well as network routers where many boards with mul-
tiple chips are communicating with each other or with cross-bar
switch boards. The length scales are typically between 10 cm to 1
m and the communication could be between boards connected to
a backplane through high-speed connectors. As the demand on
aggregate communication bandwidth increases in these systems,
because of limited board space, connector density, and/or pin
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count, the bandwidth per interconnect is taxed. However, at high
bandwidth and large distances, on Cu medium, several factors
conspire simultaneously to cause insufficient signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for reasonable data fidelity. The primary problem
is a sharply increasing attenuation over Cu traces which causes
signal loss and intersymbol interference (ISI) at the receiver.
The attenuation is due to skin effect resistance, which exhibits
a square root dependence on frequency, and due to inter- and
intralevel dielectric leakage, which increases linearly in fre-
quency. To complicate things further, many sources of noise
including connector and trace cross talk (forward and back-
ward), impedance mismatch and package induced reflections
become worse, further taxing an already attenuated signal. Si-
multaneously, the timing reliability dictated by signal and clock
uncertainty (skew and jitter) also becomes harder to meet. The
commonly deployed mitigating solutions related to attenuation
include passive as well as active equalization at transmitter
and/or receiver [7], and the use of lower loss tangent dielectrics
(example GETEK instead of FR4 board), which tends to be
expensive. Even if the data fidelity is met using these solutions,
the penalty shows up as excessive power dissipation.

Optical interconnects with low signal attenuation and
crosstalk could potentially be very useful in short distance,
bandwidth sensitive applications from two standpoints. First,
they can provide the high bit rates which Cu may not be able
to. Second, even if Cu is able to provide these bit rates, optics
may be able to do this at a much lower power and area. These
requirements are in stark contrast with long-haul communication
requirements, where the primary objective is to achieve lowest
possible noise levels in the receiver systems due to scarcity of
optical signal, even if it is at the expense of power dissipation.
The difference in system requirements ensures that the optical
system/component design is not necessarily portable from
long-haul to short distance communication and at the same time
opens up many different possibilities in terms of choice of optical
medium, communication wavelengths and optoelectronic device
materials. Already many different backplane optical media have
been demonstrated and/or their prospect discussed including
polymer waveguides [8], fiber image guides (FIGs) [9], [10],
fiber ribbons [11], and free space optical interconnects (FSOI)
using lens and mirror system [12]–[15].

Several discussions on the performance of electrical and op-
tical interconnects including their comparisons in the off-chip
regime have been published [16]–[19]. Some of these studies
ignore the role of end-devices [16], [17]; while most of them
do not consider the complexity and the sophistication of the
state-of-the-art electrical links. The power modeling of optical
interconnects, comparing vertical cavity surface emitting laser
(VCSEL) and multiquantum-well (MQW) modulator, has been
detailed at length before [20], [21]. In this paper, we take a
more comprehensive view of both Cu and optical systems
for short distance, off-chip, bandwidth-sensitive applications.
Our primary objective is to compare power dissipation with
respect to the relevant parameters such as bandwidth, inter-
connect length, and bit error rate (BER) by capturing the
essential complexity of the two systems. To accomplish this
goal we first power optimize the optical system by design
[21], [22]. On the electrical side, we choose a sophisticated,

state-of-the-art interconnect for a fair comparison. We model
the electrical interconnect attenuation (analytically and using
SPICE) including the package effects as well as model various
noise sources end-to-end in both systems. In the process,
we also identify critical device/system parameters that have
the maximum impact on power dissipation in each type of
interconnect, while quantifying the severity of their impact.
For optical interconnects, these parameters include detector
capacitance, coupling efficiency and modulator type, while for
electrical interconnect they are receiver sensitivity/offset and
impedance mismatch. The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section II, we present a power-optimizing method for
optical interconnects and quantify the system’s performance
at future nodes. In Section III we tackle the issues related
to power modeling in electrical interconnects. We assume a
system, which uses simultaneous bidirectional signaling with
transmitter equalization and on-chip noise cancellation. Such
interconnects are extremely effective in pin-limited systems.
Section IV contains a power comparison between electrical and
optical interconnects in terms of the critical length defined as
the length beyond which optics becomes more power efficient.
This length is characterized as a function of various system re-
quirements (data rate, BER). Finally, we conclude in Section V.

II. OPTICAL INTERCONNECT POWER DISSIPATION

The optical interconnect power consists of the transmitter
and the receiver powers. In this paper, we assume an off-chip
laser source at 1.3 m wavelength providing light to silicon
CMOS driven modulators. This scheme is an alternative to di-
rectly modulating hybrid-integrated vertical cavity surface emit-
ting lasers (VCSELs). We chose the modulator-based scheme
because VCSELs are prone to serious reliability problems in
a harsh, high temperature CMOS environment. The drawback
of this scheme is that modulators suffer from relatively low
contrast ratio and high insertion loss, which can increase re-
ceiver power dissipation. This is especially true in the light of
scaling CMOS voltages on a chip. Although, the I/O voltages
tend to be higher than normal chip voltages and also tend to scale
slower. At high bit rates, VCSEL-based interconnect has about
the same total link power with that of MQW modulator-based
interconnect [21]. The choice of the wavelength not only gives
a larger number of photons for a given optical power compared
to 850 nm (hence, larger detector responsivity) but also allows
the possibility of monolithic integration of Ge photodetectors
directly onto silicon substrate without the danger of noise in
silicon circuits. Although, monolithic integration possibility for
both detectors and modulators exists with this scheme, our in-
terconnect performance trends in this paper are more represen-
tative of the indium phosphite (InP)-based devices that are hy-
brid-bonded to Si-CMOS. These devices are reversed-biased
PIN quantum-well detectors and quantum-well modulators. The
hybrid-bonded techniques can already be pushed to yield de-
tector capacitance as low as 50 fF including the bond pad and
solder capacitances [21], [23]. The schematic of the analyzed
high-speed optical interconnect is shown in Fig. 1. The optical
medium could be any of the aforementioned possibilities. Its rel-
evance on power calculation is captured through its attenuation
and coupling efficiency from/to end-devices.
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Fig. 1. Schematic showing board-level high-speed optical interconnect.

A. Modulator Power Dissipation

Both the dynamic and the absorption related, static, compo-
nents of the modulator power dissipation are considered. Mod-
ulator is driven by an exponentially sized buffer chain to min-
imize delay and increase speed. Thus, the dynamic power in-
cludes the capacitance of both the modulator and the buffer
chain. The static power dissipation depends on the absorbed op-
tical power in the “on” and the “off” state. An ideal modulator
should have zero insertion loss (IL) (optical power absorbed
during the “on” state) and infinite contrast ratio (CR) (ratio of
modulator output optical power in the “on” and the “off” states).
However, all modulators exhibit a nonzero IL and only a finite
CR. We use the CR and IL to calculate the current in each of the
binary state. Next, we multiply it by respective voltage biases
and take the average to get power dissipation [21]. Thus, for a
one to one transmitter/receiver pair, we end up with

(1)

Here, is the average optical power at the receiver, is
the frequency of the laser source, is the dc bias applied to
the modulator in the highly absorbing state. is the voltage
swing (supply voltage of the CMOS generation). In the less ab-
sorbing (“on”) state, the modulator is driven to a lower voltage
of . , the optical power transfer efficiency, is the
optical power at the receiver divided by that at the output of the
modulator. The efficiency is usually less than one due to both the
coupling losses at the transmitter and the receiver ends as well
as the losses incurred by the optical transmission medium. In
this paper, the plots in which we have explicitly used intercon-
nect length as an independent variable, correspond to the wave-
guide medium. Here, the loss was calculated to be about 0.082
dB/cm at wavelength of 1.3 m using theoretical analysis in [24]
and the published values in [21]. As is obvious from (1), we
can lower the static modulator power by operating at near zero
bias voltage in the highly absorbing state (“0”) and bias in
the less absorbing state (“1”). Modulators exhibiting properties
close to this ideal modulator can be realized by using resonant
cavity around QWM. At low bias, they exhibit absorption such
that the front and the effective back mirror reflectivities are the
same, leading to maximum passes in the cavity and high total ab-
sorption. Increasing the bias, although increases individual QW

absorption, but decreases the effective back mirror reflectivity
leading to an asymmetric cavity with less passes, hence, lesser
total absorption. We will refer to an ideal modulator along these
lines as modulator 1 and the commonly used reflective mode
modulator as modulator 2. The bias, CR and IL values for mod-
ulator 2 are taken from [21]. An optimization of IL and CR in
modulators to further minimize total interconnect power dissi-
pation is possible [22], however not considered in this paper.

B. Receiver Power Dissipation

The optical receiver is assumed to be the photodetector (re-
sponsivity ) followed by nonintegrating transimpedance
amplifier and gain stages [25]. Its design and power dissipa-
tion is detailed in an earlier work [26]. The analytical design
included establishing the width, the feedback resistance of the
front-end, and the number of subsequent gain stages at a given
input optical power (IOP) and detector capacitance. It was con-
strained by bandwidth, BER through receiver noise, and supply
level output swing requirements. The transistor related param-
eters were taken from the International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) [27]. The power was found to re-
duce with higher IOP and lower detector capacitance. Building
upon that work, we have now verified the design at 180 nm tech-
nology node using BSIM3v3 technology1 SPICE simulations.
As an example, we show the SPICE generated eye-diagram of
an analytically designed 4 Gb/s receiver with 20 W reflectivity
difference (RD; receiver optical power difference between the
on and the off states) and 100 fF detector capacitance (Table I
and Fig. 2). Although, the noise is not simulated here, the clean
eye indicates sufficient bandwidth. Table I also shows a rea-
sonable agreement between power dissipation obtained using
SPICE and analytically calculated values. A small difference is
accounted by two factors. First, the SPICE simulations required
an additional gain stage (5 stages) compared to the analytical
model (4 stages). This is because in the model we assume the
postamplifier gain to be the dc gain (product of transconduc-
tance and the output resistance). This turns out to be a slight
overestimate at high bit rates, hence an additional stage. Second,
we only consider static power dissipation at each stage in the an-
alytical model. This is a good approximation at low swings for
most of the gain stages, but toward the last stage as signal be-
comes large, the static power is reduced. However, this is com-

1University of California, Berkeley Device Group, CA, USA [Online]. Avail-
able: www-device.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ptm/download.html
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TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF OPTIMIZED DESIGN PARAMETERS AND POWER DISSIPATION

Fig. 2. Eye diagram@output of transimpedance receiver.

pensated by the increase in the dynamic power dissipation. The
favorable comparison with SPICE simulations lends confidence
in our analytical models, especially for future technology nodes
where SPICE technology files may not exist.

C. Power Dissipation Minimization

Fig. 3 illustrates our optical interconnect power minimization
methodology. The increase in the optical power increases the
modulator power but decreases the receiver power as discussed
earlier. This lends to an optimal laser power at which total in-
terconnect power (receiver and modulator) is minimized. The
figure demonstrates the minimization for two different losses
and for modulators 1 and 2. The receiver power does not change
with laser power on continuous bases beyond a certain point as
it goes into gain-limited regime [24]. As expected, modulator
2 yields larger power dissipation than modulator 1. Also, the
receiver power is dominant over the modulator power. A higher
loss (6 dB in Fig. 2) in optical power through either less efficient
coupling and/or greater attenuation in the optical interconnect
(longer lengths), results in a larger receiver power dissipation.
This is due to a lower reflectivity difference between the on and
the off states at the receiver with larger optical power loss, which
is tantamount to digital signal-to-noise ratio (DSNR) deteriora-
tion. An increase in receiver power, in turn, results in a larger
optimal laser power and total power dissipation. The numerator
of the DSNR is the product of the reflectivity difference and re-
sponsivity of the photodetector and is given by

(2)

where and is the photodetector current (re-
ceiver optical power) in the on and the off states, respectively,
and is the laser power. Thus, in the high loss (low RD) case,
the noise in the receiver has to be reduced to maintain same
DSNR. This costs power dissipation. Fig. 4 exhibits both the
optimum laser power and the resulting minimum power dissi-
pation as a function of loss for two different bit rates (2 and
6 Gb/s). Increase in the power dissipation with bit rate is almost
entirely due to a larger power dissipation in the receiver at higher
bit rates. Fig. 4 also shows the reduction in power dissipation
with technology scaling (100 and 50 nm) due to improvement
in receiver transistors. The detector capacitance of 250 fF in this
plot is somewhat pessimistic. Capacitance approaching 50 fF
has been demonstrated [22]. We will later quantify the impact
of lowering the detector capacitance on power dissipation.

III. ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECT POWER DISSIPATION

For the electrical interconnect, we choose a link capable of
simultaneous bidirectional signaling. This scheme, by enabling
full-duplex channels, provides higher aggregate bandwidth over
smaller number of pins, a scenario particularly useful in pin-
limited chips. However, it uses a more complicated detection
scheme, where a transmitter replica is fed as a reference to the
differential amplifier receiver to isolate the received and the
transmitted signal (Fig. 5). We also choose low swing current
mode, bipolar, differential signaling scheme. The rationale for
these choices was driven by the achievement of maximum noise
immunity. Differential signaling dramatically reduces signal re-
turn crosstalk and facilitates a noise-free receiver [28]. High
impedance of current mode signaling, further, enables noise im-
munity to power supply [28].

The board trace dimensions are chosen to yield character-
istic impedance of 45 (Fig. 6) on a high performance
GETEK board. This board, although expensive compared to
usual FR4 board, provides lower dielectric loss, hence, lower
signal attenuation (loss tangent is 0.01). Striplines, as opposed
to microstrips, are used to eliminate forward crosstalk. Flip-
chip package model with lower parasitic inductance and capac-
itance is chosen (Fig. 5, [28]). Complete ISI cancellation is as-
sumed using a transmitter side preemphasis equalization with
multi-tap FIR filter [29]. The rise time is taken to be a third of
the bit period. This is assumed to provide a reasonable compro-
mise between smaller rise time requirement for adequate timing
margin and larger rise time for lower noise. An on-chip cancel-
lation circuit to reduce reverse channel crosstalk due to package
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Fig. 3. Power optimization method for optical interconnect.

Fig. 4. Optical interconnect power dissipation and optimized input laser power for 100 nm/50 nm technology nodes with bandwidths.

reflections is also assumed. The principle behind this concept is
the following. Since we know the exact value and the time at
which reflection from package parasitic (and connectors, if ap-
plicable) arrive back at the receiver, we can synchronously gen-
erate the same voltage using an additional source and feed it into
the reference of the receiving differential amplifier to partially
cancel it. In short, full consideration was given to maximize
electrical interconnect performance with sophisticated schemes
for fair comparison with its optical counterpart.

We consider the power dissipated in the termination resistors
related to current swing requirement, as this power is becoming
increasing fraction of the total power [30]. Also, this power crit-
ically depends on the attenuation and noise characteristics of in-
terconnects, attributes where there is a stark difference between

electrical and optical media. The idea is to model the attenua-
tion and noise sources in the electrical interconnect as a func-
tion of the bit rate and length. From this, we backtrack the min-
imum current swing required at the transmitter for an adequate
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. Finally, from current
swing we calculate the power dissipation.

The BER in an electrical interconnect system is approximated
by [28]

(3)

Here, VSNR is the voltage SNR. , the net noise margin, is
given by the difference of half the signal swing and the sum
off all worst-case noise sources at the receiver. is the
standard deviation of all the statistical noise sources, which are
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Fig. 5. Schematic showing board-level electrical interconnects.

Fig. 6. Summaries of the board trace parameters and the corresponding SPICE parameters used for dielectric and skin effect loss.

assumed to be uncorrelated. From (3), we have the condition on
the net required noise margin for adequate BER

(4)

The net available noise margin at the receiver depends on two
factors: the attenuated signal swing and the sum of all worst-case
noise sources. The attenuation in the signal swing is modeled
extensively and will be described subsequently. The worst-case
noise sources are of two kinds: Proportional to signal swing or
independent of it (fixed sources). The first type of proportional
noise source is attenuated by the trace just as the signal because
it is acquired at the transmitter end. Its proportionality constant
is denoted by . This includes trace crosstalk, impedance mis-
match, and package reflections. The second type of proportional
noise source is acquired at the receiver-end, hence, is not atten-
uated by the board trace (denoted by ). is present only in
the case of simultaneous bidirectional signaling due to the oppo-
site direction transmitter at the receiver end. It includes reverse
channel crosstalk, package reflections, and transmitter replica
mismatch. Finally, the fixed noise sources arise due to
the receiver offset and its sensitivity.

The effect of transmitter-end preequalization with multitap
filters is to increase the voltage fraction from to ,

where A is the attenuated fraction of the signal at the receiver at
a particular bit-rate [29]. The postequalization swing at the re-
ceiver is, then, times the swing at the transmitter ,
resulting in a gross noise margin of half this value. To meet the
BER, the available net noise margin should be greater than the
required net noise margin, hence

(5)

Thus, from (4) and (5), the minimum swing required is

(6)

For differential, bipolar current mode signaling with parallel ter-
mination , and a current swing from to . (Fig. 5),
the transmitter side voltage swing is given by

. Thus, the required (one way swing) is given by

(7)
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF NOISE SOURCES IN ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTS

The component of total power which is dissipated in the termi-
nation resistance for one-way signaling is the sum of the power
dissipated in the two termination resistances and the power dis-
sipated in the replica transmitter circuit to cancel the opposite
side transmitter signal. For further power minimization, we used
a scaled current (factor of 5) and increased impedance by the
same factor in the replica circuit. Thus,

(8)

where is given by (7). The other sources of power dissipation
in this link are the transmitter and receiver logic circuit power,
equalization power, and the power due to additional transmitter
for canceling the near-end LC tank package reflections. The
transmitter logic power includes the dynamic power due to ex-
ponentially sized buffer chain. For low-end receiver logic cir-
cuit, we estimate the tail current of the differential amplifier to
be about 100 A. A two-stage amplifier was needed to amplify
the input signal to the power rails. The power dissipation in the
high-end receiver with very low sensitivity and offset is assumed
to be the same, which is optimistic. Amongst the sources con-
sidered, the termination resistance power is found to be dom-
inant. The transmitter logic as well as the cancellation circuit
power expectedly tracks the power in the termination resistance.
Equalization power is neglected, as subsequent taps are scaled
version of the main transmitter current. The power due to clock
and timing circuits for clock recovery is not considered in this
paper. These components are also omitted in the case of optical
interconnects for fair comparisons. We believe that omitting the
power dissipation in the interconnect system analysis will not
greatly impact the conclusion of our analysis because this clock
recovery circuit is the common component for both optical and
electrical interconnects.

Table II summarizes noise sources in electrical interconnect
assuming 5% mismatch between termination resistances and
the characteristic impedance of the printed circuit boards
(PCB) trace [31]. We have ignored the noise due to connector
crosstalk, which will make the electrical interconnects power
results slightly optimistic. The reverse crosstalk was estimated
with SPICE simulations. The Gaussian noise was assumed to
be 5 mV [32]. We considered two types of electrical receivers
for each bit rate. The high-end receiver has an offset of 8 mV
and sensitivity of 0.8 mV [33]. When using PCB for multigi-
gabit data rate, attenuation due to both the skin effect loss and
dielectric loss become extremely important and it is imperative
to model it accurately. Attenuated/remaining fraction of the
signal at the receiver due to these two effects is given by

(9)

(10)

where is constant dc resistance, is the frequency, where
the skin depth is equal to the height of the conductor, and tan
is the loss tangent. We have calculated attenuation for our di-
mensions using the comprehensive analytical model (accounts
for frequency dependent loss tangent) developed in [34] (analyt-
ical model2) and have compared the results with SPICE simula-
tions (including package effect). The SPICE models use a con-
stant loss tangent. As shown in Fig. 7, the frequency dependency
in the loss tangent causes more attenuation at higher bit rates in
the analytical model compared to SPICE without package ef-
fect. However, including package effect with SPICE increases
attenuation above the analytical model. The figure also decou-
ples the skin-effect and the dielectric loss and clearly shows that
dielectric loss becomes more limiting at high frequency.

An interesting point that follows from (6) is that there exists
a minimum allowed attenuated signal (maximum attenuation)

2Coded with MATLAB version 6.5.0.
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Fig. 7. Attenuation comparison between SPICE and modeling with skin effect, dielectric loss, and package effect.

Fig. 8. Maximum bandwidth of electrical interconnect with simultaneous bidirectional signaling.

for simultaneous bidirectional signaling, beyond which, the de-
nominator in (6) becomes negative and noise margin will never
be met. This limit is given by

(11)

Since attenuated signal limit in (11) depends on both bit rate
and length [(9) and (10)], it follows that for a given interconnect
length, there is a maximum allowed bit rate and vice versa. This
bit rate-length contour is plotted for our case in Fig. 8. However,
the power dissipation will become prohibitively high much be-
fore this limit is reached. Fig. 8 also compares the maximum

bit rate limit with other calculations in the literature as well as
some experimental results. Reference [35] calculates the max-
imum bit rate for a single-ended system by using (9) to ulti-
mately obtain the step response of interconnects. Using this step
response and an arbitrarily chosen signal swing requirement at
the receiver, one obtains the minimum permissible bit time for
signal to rise to the chosen value, hence the maximum bit rate.
In practice, the swing requirement would depend on the noise in
the system. This yields the Area/length limit for electrical in-
terconnects [35]. The maximum bit rate for two different swing
requirements (50% and 68% of the transmitter side voltage) is
shown. In contrast, our calculation in the figure relies on explicit
noise estimation and is for bidirectional signaling.
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Fig. 9. Power comparison between electrical and optical interconnects for modulator 2.

Fig. 10. Critical length in terms of design parameters.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN ELECTRICAL AND

OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS

Fig. 9 compares the electrical and optical interconnect power
versus length at 4 and 6 Gb/s. Electrical interconnect consists of
two sets of curves corresponding to different receiver offset/sen-
sitivity. Electrical interconnect power rises with length and bit
rate due to a larger attenuation, and a greater impact of unatten-
uated as well as fixed noise sources. At higher bit rates a smaller
rise time would further increase noise sources such as para-
sitic reflections from package LC tanks. The optical interconnect
power dissipation also rises with length owing to a greater loss

in optical power resulting in a smaller (Section II), albeit this
rise is slower than that for electrical interconnect. Beyond a crit-
ical length, optical interconnect yields lower power. This crit-
ical length reduces at higher bit rates. The figure also explicitly
quantifies the impact of improving fixed noise, (receiver
sensitivity/offset) on electrical interconnect power dissipation.

In Fig. 10, we explicitly quantify the impact of critical device/
system parameters in respective interconnects, on the critical
length. Specifically, for optical interconnect, we consider the
role of detector/modulator capacitance, coupling loss and ideal
modulator 1, whereas, for electrical interconnect, we examine
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Fig. 11. Critical length in terms of bit rate.

Fig. 12. Critical length in terms of BER.

the role of receiver sensitivity/offset on the critical length. The
critical length with modulator 1 is found to be 44 and 20 cm when
compared with high and low-end electrical receivers, respec-
tively, with 6 dB coupling loss and 50 fF detector capacitance
(low-end with mod 1 not shown in the graph). Both coupling loss
and detector capacitance play a pivotal role in dictating critical
length. For example, bringing down the detector capacitance
from 250 to 50 fF with 3 dB coupling loss reduces critical
length from about 80 to 45 cm with modulator 2.

In Fig. 11, the critical length is shown in terms of bit rate of the
system. For modulator 2, this length gradually reduces to about
40 cm at 15 Gb/s, while the slope is more shallow for modulator
1. These results are for 6 dB coupling loss. If the coupling loss
is reduced further to 3 dB, the critical lengths could come down
by significant amount as shown in Fig. 10 for 6 Gb/s. We see an
apparent saturation of critical length at high bit rates. This is be-
cause we tend to underestimate electrical interconnect power at
high bit rates. With bit rate increase, we account for the impact
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Fig. 13. Critical length in terms of mismatch in terminator.

of worsening trace attenuation on power dissipated in the ter-
mination resistances, but neglect the power increase in the elec-
trical transmitter and receiver due to complexity in its modeling.
If this power increase was incorporated, the zero length power
dissipation in Fig. 9 would increase with bit rate rather than
remaining constant. This would yield a lower crossover point
(critical length) between electrical and optical curves than what
we have calculated, with the difference accentuated at higher bit
rates.

Next, we plot the critical length as a function of BER require-
ment (implicitly in terms of digital signal-to-noise ratio, DSNR)
in Fig. 12. Different BER is demanded in different system appli-
cations and high BER can be tolerated if explicit error correc-
tion schemes are utilized. For example, in communication ap-
plication BER between and is deemed sufficient,
whereas, server systems, particularly if they are not deploying
error correction, require BERs less than . From Fig. 12, it
is clear that for small BER values, the critical lengths are smaller
and optical interconnects have advantage over electrical inter-
connects. Thus, optical interconnects are more power-favorable
for systems where data reliability criteria is demanding.

Finally, we examine the sensitivity of critical length on the
mismatch between termination impedances and the character-
ization impedance of the PCB trace as this constitutes a sig-
nificant noise source in electrical interconnects (Fig. 13). The
critical length is found to substantially increase with small re-
duction in the impedance mismatch.

V. CONCLUSION

We have done extensive power dissipation comparison be-
tween electrical and optical interconnects for bandwidth sensi-
tive applications in 10 cm to 1 m range of interconnects. This
comparison, among other things, included introducing a sophis-
ticated power optimization scheme for optical interconnects and

detailed noise and attenuation modeling in electrical intercon-
nects. Based on this modeling, power dissipation was calculated
as a function of length and bandwidth. We find that beyond a
critical length, within the application range, power optimized
optical interconnects dissipate lower power compared to the
state-of-the-art high-speed electrical signaling scheme. We have
further quantified the impact of various device and system com-
ponents in electrical and optical interconnects on the critical
length. This falls under three categories. 1. On the optical side,
we have explicitly quantified the impact of detector/modulator
capacitance, coupling loss and modulator type on the critical
length. Whereas, it is also implicitly possible to conclude from
(2) that the impact of detector responsivity would be similar to
that of coupling loss. 2. On the electrical side, we have charac-
terized critical length as a function of receiver sensitivity/offset
and impedance mismatch. 3. On the system demand side, we
have studied the critical length as a function of bandwidth and
BER. This gives both optical device designers as well as elec-
trical circuit designers a framework to assess the system’s level
(power) impact of various figures of merit of the devices. When
compared with the high-end electrical receiver (8.8 mV fixed
noise), the critical length is found to be about 43 cm with low
optical coupling losses and close to ideal modulator at the bit
rate of 6 Gb/s. At higher bit rates and lower BER, the critical
length reduces and optics becomes more power favorable. These
trends can be fundamentally thought of in terms of a twofold
tradeoff between electrical and optical interconnects. Optical
interconnects are superior because they have lower attenuation
and lower noise (no crosstalk, etc). Whereas, their downside is
that they need extra power for conversion from electronics to op-
tics and vice versa. Since the power penalty is fixed, whereas,
the power advantage is length and bit rate-dependent, the op-
tical interconnects become beneficial at longer lengths. Finally,
including several factors, which were ignored in this electrical
interconnect analysis, such as equalization power, especially, as
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more taps are required at larger lengths and bit rates, incomplete
residual ISI cancellation even with more taps, and rise time re-
duction induced greater package ringing at higher bit rates, will
further reduce the critical lengths.
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